
What is Narconia?
www.narconia.com



We connect peoples’ projects with talent and 
investors. Through Narconia.com, creators 
can build a team to bring their projects to 

market. If a project makes money, the 
proceeds are divided between the participants 

based on the value of their contributions. 

Narconia retains a small percentage for 
providing the service.



Narconia Core 3
We categorize everyone's skills and passions into 3 portals to 

help them make money.

Proposal Pool (Next Slide)
Creators come here to have their proposals rated by the community.

Work Zone
Professionals come here to offer their services to projects they're interested in.

Marketplace
Investors come here to buy/sell project shares or buy/license projects. 



Proposal Pool
1. People propose a project that they think the Narconia community can help to 

realize
2. People will be able to view, like/dislike the proposal, or post comments 

depending on the privilege rights set by the creator.
3. If a post gathers attention from the right people, and is considered legal and 

ethical, it can apply to become a Narconia Project.

Creators that manage to convert their post into a project get a non-diluted 
ownership of the project and by default a cut of any money it makes!

Narconia.com retains a small ownership percentage for helping to complete 
the project by providing a community of talent and investors.
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Work Zone
After a proposal gets approved by Narconia to become a project, people can 
come here to find work on projects that interest them.

Call to Work (A Project Asks the Community)
Creators or their project managers can create a call to work. This calls for 
certain skills or talent to solve a problem or push the project forward. 

Request for Work (A Professional Asks a Project)
Passionate professionals can request a way for themselves to contribute to a 
project. Creators or their managers can approve, counter, or decline.

Compensation negotiations can be in project shares per week, cash per hour, a 
salary, or even on donation terms.
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Marketplace
After a proposal gets approved by Narconia to become a project, people can 
come here to invest in projects that interest them.

Call for Funds (A Project Asks the Community)
Creators or their project managers can create a call for funds. This calls for 
investment funds needed to solve a problem or push the project forward. 

Request to Fund (An Investor Asks a Project)
Passionate investors can request a way for themselves to contribute funds to a 
project. Creators or their managers can approve, counter, or decline.

These negotiations can only be a trade of cash for shares in a project or a 
donation.



Marketplace (cont.)

Trade Project Shares (Investor to Investor)
Very much like the stock market, investors can buy and sell shares of a 
Narconia approved project. This provides the project with a real time market 
valuation.

Bid on a Project (Investor Asks Project Shareholders)
Investors can place a bid to buy all of a project's shares and/or license  any 
associated assets. Project shareholders vote and decide by majority 
whether the bid and the terms are acceptable or not.



Narconia Inc. Assets and Progress
● C-Corp established 07/04/2011

○ 1,000 common shares
○ 274,000 preferred shares.

● Provisional patent application filed with USPTO
● Approved pending status for a trademark
● Commercial office location
● Currently employing 4 board members and 2 professionals
● Over 5 domains related to the Narconia name for misspell 

auto-forwarding
● Social networking pages secured
● ~$5,000 in board investment and ~$2,500 in cash



In Summary
    Narconia uses online collaboration phenomena, free market bidding, 
and social networking to realize innovation and reward people for their 
contribution to the improvement of society.

    The heart of enduring value is entailed in the ability to foster 
creativity, meet the demands of a market, and reward investors for 
their risk. 

    We use customer and investor feedback as well as genuine worker 
interest to lead every project towards the kind of enduring value that 
has made up the foundation of every successful company in history.


